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ABSTRACT

Over the past fey decades, modern industrial processes have 

required higher and higher operating fluid pressures, and use of 

these high pressures have necessitated development of the auto- 

frettage procedure. This procedure consists of subjecting a 

thick-walled tube or vessel to such high internal pressure that 

plastic yielding in circumferential tension occurs on the inside 

for a significant portion of the wall thickness. VJhen the auto-’ 

frettaging pressure is released, residual compressive circumfer

ential stresses exist inside the wall (and for a significant 

portion of the wall thickness). These stresses are of eppostite 

sign to those caused by subjection of the tube or vessel to sub

sequent working pressures. The inside circumferential stresses 

are then much lowex* than they would be had the tube or vessel 

never been autofrettaged. Use of the a.utofrettage procedure thus 

permits the use of higher pressures and insures a longer fatigue 

life than may be obtained by any other method.

This thesis presents a thorough study of the theory and prac

tice of the autofrettaging procedure, and also presents a compari

son of the redidual strains obtained with electric resistance strain 

gages during typical routine autofrettaging of high pressure tubes 

with the residual strains predicted by use of formulas derived for 

autofrettaging procedures.
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NOTATIONS
viil

a Axial distance

e Strain

f Radial stress r
ft Tangential (circumferential) stress

fa Axial (longitudinal) stress

Afr,Af^.,Afa Changes in stresses due to unloading 

fr*, fa* Residual stresses

fr*, , fa’ Changes in residual stresses due to boring

frn, ft", fa" Remaining stresses after boring

fs Shear stress

fv „ Yield strength in pure tension J ey*

fs.y. Yield strength in simple shear

ft,s. Ultimate strength in pure tension

frm Radial stress measured from shear plane

ftm Tangential stress measured from shear plane 

fsr Component of radial stress along shear plane 

fst Component of tangential stress along shear plane

p Internal pressure

p* Autofrettage pressure

p* Elastic break-down (first overstrain) pressure

p" Bursting pressure 

aP Unloading pressure

p0 Pressure after unloading

u Displacement

ui> uc Uisplacement at R^, Rc, respectively

au Change of displacement due to unloading
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A Cross-sectional area of the bore following a machine cut

Ao Initial cross-section area of cylinder including the bore 

0, Cj, Cg Integral constants

E Young’s modulus of elasticity

F^, Fg Fictitious surface stresses on the tube

G Shear modulus

K Radius ratio (Ro / R^)

P Loading pressure

R Variable radial distance

R^ Radius of inner surface of cylinder r?>

Ro Radius of outer surface of cylinder

Rq Radial distance of elastic-plastic interface caused by 
autofrettage pressure

Rj Radial distance of elastic-plastic interface caused in 
unloading process

R* Radius of the bore following a machine cut

S Stress

T Torque

€r Radial strain

Cj Tangential (circumferential) strain

€4 Axial (longitudinal) strain

A6r Change of strain due to unloading

€* Residual strain

Residual strains measured from outside wall of tubs 
during boring-out process

I
6 Variable circular angle

p Poisson’s ratio

P Density

Angle between shear plane and cross-section through 
cylinder axis

Unit circular twist



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The word ’’sutofrettage" comes from the French language, and means 

"self-hooping." It is a type of cold treatment for pressure vessels 

or gun barrels which induces prestress and increases the strength in 

such thick-walled cylinders.

The autofrettage procedure involves the use of such high internal 

pressure inside a thick-walled cylinder that plastic flow occurs in 

circumferential tension in the inner portion of the wall thiclmess. 

After the internal pressure is released, the outer portion (which 

remains elastic), tends to resume its original size. The inner 

portion, been permanently deformed, resists this action, thus pro

ducing two different kinds of tangential residual stresses; a com

pressive stress near the bore, and a tensile stress near the outer 

surface. The strength of the cylinder is thus effectively increased. 

It makes the cylinder safe when subjected to much greater working 

pressures without increasing the wall thickness.

The autofrettaging procedure for manufacturing gun barrels has 

the great advantage of economy of time, labor, and material. It 

cuts down the cost about 25-LiO per cent from that of the conventional 

wire-wrapping or built-up procedure. The efficiency of the gun 

barrel also is increased, as the procedure raises the elastic limit 

of the metal and produces a gun barrel which will withstand a higher 

pressure than a built-up or a wire-wrapped gun of the same caliber 

and weight, (ih)
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In addition to being used for making gun barrels, the autofret- 

tage procedure is also being used today for making high pressure 

vessels and tubes in the industrial field.

Fig. 1~1 shows the distribution of a tangential (circumferen

tial) stress in shell of tube before and after autofrettaging.

Ductile Metals (mild steel and low alloys) were originally con

sidered as the material for thick-walled tubes to be treated by the 

autofrettaging process. After autofrettaging, these metals are 

apparently stronger, harder, and less ductile than before. (11|) 

Today, such steels as those of the h3hO type are routinely auto- 

fi'ettaged.

In 1911, Cook found that the bursting pressure of a thick

walled tube of ductile metal is far greater than its elastic break

down pressure at layers near the bore. (5) (See Fig. 1-2), Later, 

the autofrettage procedure was used for manufacturing gun barrels, 

but a difficulty of dimensional instability arose and the procedure 

was developed slowly. The problem is described as in Fig. 1-3. If 

we steadily raise the internal pressure in a tube, line OA shows 

that the tube still remains elastic. After the pressure increases 

above point A, the inner layers are plastically strained, beginning 

at the bore. VPnen the pressure reaches point B, the autofrettage 

pressure, we reduce the pressure to zero, and the curve falls down 

to C. If we leave the tube under zero pressure for a certain time, 

it may change its dimensions slightly to c’ because of ‘'elastic 

afterworking.’1 Then if vre increase pressure again, the curve starts 

at C’, nearly straight, as for the first time, up to D, where it 

bends over again. The problem is that it is difficult to make BC
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Fig. 1-1 Stress Distribution in Shells Under Load

1. Fig. (1-la): Stress distribution under internal pressure !,p"

for a non-autofrettaged shell.

2. Fig. (l-lb): Residual stress distribution in an autofrettaged

shell under zero pressure.

3. Fig. (1-lc): Stress distribution under internal pressure "p’1

for an ideal autofrettaged shell.



Fig. 1-2 Difference Between Pressure of Elastic Breakdown 
And Bursting Pressure In A

Ductile Cylinder
(See Ref. 21.)
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and CD straight and coincident. In 1930, Macrae found that a low- 

temperature treatment after tube autofrettaging could solve this 

problem. (18)

Fig. 1-h shows an autofretted tube subjected to an appropriate 

heat treatment, and the dimensional change at CO1 is very small. If 

we now repeat the process, a much straighter line appears, and it is 

almost coincident with BO. Also, the point D is little higher than 

point B. The pressure increment represented by BD was called by 

Macrae the ’’elastic gain.”

A very important point made analytically by Langenberg in 1925 

is that cylinders of the same diameter ratio but of different sizes 

under the same proportionate overstrain have the same strengthening 

effect. (17). This implies that scale factors are unimportant, and 

that design can be based on the "principle of similarity."

In addition to the traditional internal-pressure autofrettage 

method discussed above, there is a new mechanical method of auto

frettaging which has been developed since 1962. It will be dis

cussed below:

The conventional autofrettage procedure involves use of internal 

hydrostatic pressure of sufficient magnitude to obtain the desired 

overstrain. This type of procedure has been used for several years 

in gun tube and pressure-vessel construction. Currently, pressure 

up to 200,000 psi are being used in the autofrettage of gun tube and 

pressure vessels with j-ield strength levels of 160,000 to 190,000 

and 21i0,000 to 250,000 psi, respectively.

Autofrettaging by the above technique is for all practical pur

poses limited to pressures not exceeding 200,000 psi. To extend the
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Fig. 1-3 Changes of Outside Diameter In 
Autofrettaged Cylinder Without 

Heat Treating
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Fig. 1-U Changes of Outside Diameter In 
Autofrettaged Cylinder With 

Heat Treating
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use of the autofrettage procedure to higher pressure applications, 

and to eliminate the many problems encountered in the use of pressures 

in the range of 1^0,000 to 200,000 psi on a large-scale basis, a new 

autofrettage process has been developed by Davison, Barton, Reiner 

and Kendall in 1962. (9)

This new technique uses the mechanical advantage of a wedge to 

produce the desired bore enlargement, thus drastically reducing the 

pressure requirements to obtain a given amount of overstrain. This 

swaging method of autofrettage consists basically of passing an over

sized swaging tool (mandrel) through the bore of cylinder to produce 

the desired permanent enlargement. Three different methods of forcing 

the mandrel were tested, (I) the mandrel was mechanically pushed by 

means of a ram and hydraulic press, (II) an overhead crane pulled 

the mandrel through a long cylinder, and (III) the mandrel was pushed 

by applying hydraulic pressure directly to the end of the mandrel. 

This work indicated that 170,000 psi yield strength could be induced 

by 60,000 psi pressure of pushing or pulling a mandrel. (See Fig. 1-5)

To determine the effectiveness of the swaging method of autofret

tage, Sachs1 boring-out technique (2?) for determining the distribution 

and magnitude of residual stresses was used. Because of the difference 

in the nature of the stress condition responsible for the inducement of 

the overstrain in the swaging method as compared to the direct pressure 

process, the resultant residual stress distribution will be somewhat 

different. Fig. 1-6 shows experimental curves of stress distribution 

through the cylinder as well as curves from a theoretical solution 

(conventional method). It is evident from Fig, 1-6 that a substan

tial longitudinal residual stress exists in cylinders autofrettsged
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Fig. 1-5 Hydraulic Pressure vs. Yield Strength 
(See Ref. 9.)
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by swaging* This stress increases in magnitude with increased amounts 

of enlargement and accompanies a proportionate decrease in the tan

gential residual stress*

Miscellaneous Methods of Autofrettaging

There are also other methods for inducing the effects of the 

autofrettaging procedure in a thick-walled cylinder. These are the 

compound (built-up) cylinder technique, the wire-wrapped cylinder 

technique and the thermal method. The first two are the older 

methods for making gun tubes. The modern autofrettage method pro

duces a tube which will withstand a higher pressure than a built-up 

or a wire-wrapped tube of same size and weight. The thermal method 

is merely a suggestion in a Ph.D. thesisj the work has never been 

developed. A short discussion of all of these will now be given 

as follows:

Compound Cylinder Technique

Desirable residual stresses can be obtained by reinforcing the 

core tube by shrinking other tubes over it. The procedure is to 

heat the outer cylinder to a temperature about 250° F and cool the 

inner cylinder in liquid oxygen simultaneously. Then the inner 

cylinder is slipped into the outer cylinder and the two permitted 

to shrink together. The advantage of a compound vessel is the re

duction of wall thickness of each component cylinder as compared 

with the equivalent monobloc cylinder.

Wire-Wrapping Technique:

This technique involves wrapping wire under tension on a central 
/ 

tube. The wire puts the metal of the tube under compression, giving 
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the effect of autofrettaging, and thus the tube can be subjected to 

greater internal pressure. The wire usually is high-tensile strap 

or wire of square section.

Thermal Method;

The work of Voorhees on the creep of vessels subjected simul

taneously to high-temperature and high-pressure service conditions 

suggests the use of creep to prestress thermally a thick-walled 

vessel. (32) Voorhees reports that a creep of 1% is sufficient to 

produce stress equalization under the operating pressure. If a 

vessel has the pressure on it raised to the operating pressure and 

then is heated slowly and uniformly until a 1% sti'ain from creep 

has resulted, the stress distribution across the vessel wall should 

become nearly uniform, approaching the ideal-prestressed condition 

shoxm in "c” of Fig. 1-1. If the pressure is released and the vessel 

cooled with sufficient rapidity to prevent additional creep, residual 

stresses trill result in the shell. Upon placing the vessel in ser

vice at the same pressure as that used in prestressing, but at a 

temperature below that producing creep, the ideal-prestressed con

dition trill be approached for the loaded condition. Although this 

method of prestressing appears to be very promising for monobloc 

vessels, there is no known report of the use of this method.



CHAPTER H '

PRINCIPLES OF AUTOFRETTAGING

During the past fifty years, the conventional theory for auto- 

frettaging predictions has been based on tensile test data. The 

advantage of using tensile test data is that it is easier to obtain 

such design data, which is generally prepared by steel suppliers. 

Tensile test machines are also available in most laboratories. This 

is the reason why this theory is the only one used for comparison 

with experimental work later in this thesis. The disadvantage of 

using the tensile test data theory is that it is a great deal of 

work to obtain a complete solution.

Since 19115, Manning (19) has developed the theory for autofret- 

taging prediction based on torsion-test data. Today many high pres

sure vessels are fabricated of high strength steel which usually 

fails by shear, so that shear data from torsion tests should be used 

in the design of such vessels rather than tensile data. The advan

tage of using torsion-test data is that it will save quite much 

arithmetic. The disadvantage is that torsion test equipment is not 

very available in many laboratories.

Both of these two kinds of theories will be presented as fol

lows:

Theoretical Predictions Used For Tensile Test Data

Theoretical predictions of autofrettage pressure, stresses, 

and strains presented here are summarized from the derivation devel

oped by Prager and Kodger (26) and Hoffman and Sachs (15)» This 

derivation is presented in full in Appendix A.

12
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1« Prediction of the Autofrettage Pressure . 1

The autofrettage pressure is obtained using the following 

expression:
z. * "Fy p. / F?: \ . >  

Ro Rc /

where %»p. = yield limit in simple tension, psi.

p* = autofrettage pressure, psi.

Rj, = inside radius of shell, in.

Ro = outside radius of shell, in.

Rc » radial distance of elastic-plastic interface, in.

The elastic-plastic interface Rc for optimum prestressing with 

the autofrettage procedure recommended by Manning (20) shall bo lo

cated at the geometric mean radius vrhich means that the weight of 

elastic region is to the weight of plastic region as the overall 

diameter is to the bore.

-kUo-Rc^P 2Ro
ir(Rc-Rf)FP 2Ri

Rc — Ro Ry

Rc — J RoRy or (2-2)

If the autofrettage pressure is known first, Rc can be 

obtained by solving the follovring equation, which is obtained from 

Eq. (2-1)

D2 O D D*

-TS"

-7T-2 In - I = 2/n-^--7— 
Ro R» Rf fyp-

Figure (2-1) shows the left-hand side of Eq. (2-3) versus 
p

; the right-hand side can be evaluated froTn the datae Thus, 
Ro



J

(See Ref. 26.)



R "P*the value of —— corresponding to a given value of ------ and
Ro fy.?.

p j-5r
—— can be read directly from Fig. 2-1. V-3
Ri

The upper and lower limits of the autofrettage pressure are

gained from Eq. (2-1) vhen

Rc = and when Rc = Ro respectively.

(2J>)

(2.5) 
v d 1 A/ *

where p1 “ elastic break-down pressure, psi, 

pv » bursting pressure, psi.

In the actual case for ordinary metals, the ultimate tensile strength 

is appreciably higher than the yield strength and the stress at 

bursting will lie between the yield and ultimate strength. Faupel 

(11) has proposed the modified equation below.

(2.6)
VO » Ki / ‘ Tt s '

where f^ = ultimate strength in tension, psi.

2. Determination of the Autofrettage-pressure Stresses:

(a) For the plastic zone, where R^< R < Rc

(2-7)
V 3 x Ko Kc '

Rc
Ro

(2-8)
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+2,n"7;')
<\C *

(2-9)

where fr = autofrettage radial stress, psi

= autofrettage tangential stress, psi 

fa = autofrettage longitudinal stress, psi

(b) For the elastic zone, where Rc < R < Ro

(2-10)

(2-11)

(2-12)

3. Changes in Stresses as a Result of Unloading the Autofrettage

Pressure:

(a) Cylinders with unloading stresses within the elastic region:

when -^2- s 2.22 (See Fig. A-3) /’s-d/9 <
Ri 

or > 2.22 zp < ep’
Ki

The changes in stresses in the shell are:

(Rj, C R < Ro)

(2-13)

(2-11:)
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(2-15)

where = p* - pD

p* = autofrettage pressure, psi.

p0 = pressure after unloading, psi. (normally zero)

(b) Cylinders with unloading stresses beyond the elastic region:

o when -^2- > 2. 22
Ri

<.p"

V O \ Kq Kj /

where Rj “ radial distance of elastic-plastic interface 

caused in unloading process, in.

Rj can be determined by solving Eq.(2-3) for Rc = Rj,

p* = A p and —, with the aid of Fig. 2-1. 
v 5 V 3

(1) for the plastic zone : R^ < R < R-s a.

2 
4r) (M7)

v D \ Ko

<-) (2"18)

■°r<l ('% + 2/n-R7^

(?) for the elastic zone : Rj <■ R < Ro
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<.2-20)
V D <\o ' K /

V D <XQ ' /

zj/ - 2 ff Rj ) '(2-22)
Tq Ts" ( /

It. Detsirnination of Residual Autofrettage Stresses:

f r* = f r + f r (2-23);

where fr* = residual radial stress, psi.

fr = fr from Eq. (2-7) or Eq. (2-10)

Afr » Afr from Eq. (2-13) or Eq. (2-17) or Eq. (2-20)

ft* = ft + A ft (2-2h)

where = residual tangential stress, psi.

ft = ft from Eq. (2-8) or Eq. (11)

Aft ® Aft from Eq. (2-lh) or Eq. (2-18) or Eq. (2-21)

fa* = fa * fa (2-25)

where fg* = residual axial stress, psi.

fa = fa from Eq. (2-9) or Eq. (2-12)

Afa =Afa from Eq. (2-15) or Eq. (2-19) or Eq. (2-21)

5. Calculations of Unit Radial Strains:

(a) The unit radial strain in both the elastic and plastic 

regions under autofrettage pressure

- """Fy-P. f Rc '] 
r~V3" \Z6R2 ) (2-26)
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where G = E____
2 C/+/1)

E = modulus of elasticity of mateilal, psi.

)jl » Poisson’s ratio

(b) Changes in unit radial strain as a result of unloading

the autofrettage pressure

(1) for < 2.22

or •%- > 2.22 zp-<2P'

RfRo 
CRo-Ri)R5

(2) for

-™ > 2.22 2P''<aP <p"
/?/

(2-27)

,2
(2-28)

(c) Unit residual strain

(2-29)

From Eq. (2-26)where

From Eq. (2-27) or Eq. (2-28)

Theoretical Predictions Used For Torsi on-test Data
*«*«»*^. —- ------ - —v - i..irr rrr ~m firtr ewm en***e* uweeixr-ie ~mr~ netf-r* "

According to Manning, two assumptions are involved5 (l) the cross

sectional area remains constant under strain, (II) the relation between 

maximum shear stress and maximum shear strain is the sane in & cylinder 

as in a specimen for torsion test (19, 20, 21). The first assumption 
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permits the calculation of the shear strain at any point in the wall 

of the vessel and the second assumption may permit the calcula

tion of shear stress from torsion data* Equation (A-7) is a state

ment of the first assumption, or:

ft fr dR R (a-7)

The stresses on an infinitesimal element of the cross-section of 

cylinder are shown in Fig, 2-2 (a), f^m and frm are the tangential 

and radial stresses measured from the m-m plane. These stresses will 

be defined as follows:

ftm * ft “5 *

f1T1 “ fr cos (-Ip — 4>)= fr sin

The components of these stresses on the plane, fs^ and fsr, 

will be (See Fig* 2-2 (b).)

fgt = sin 4> = ft cos 4> sin <$> sin 24»

fsr = cos 4> = fr sin <t> cos 4> =-y sin 24> «

and the shear stress alone m-m plane will be: 

fg ® fg-fc - fgy ® (Sill 24*)

When 4> = 45® the maximum (yielding) shear stress occurs:

(2-30)

Substituting Eq, (2-30) into Eq* (A-7)

dfr,  o , we then have
dR R

dfr=£2^L_dR. (2-31)
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(b)

Fig. 2-2 Forces in an Element Under Tensile Stresses
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In Eq. (2-31), the value of K should refer to the strained con

dition, so that it will be replaced by (R * u) where u is the radial 

displacement at point R caused by the straining. Now this equation 

can be expressed as fo?«.lows:

-T^-rdt R+u) 
(R+u)

R + u

(2-32)

where u = shift of point at radius R as a result of strain induced 

by pressure p*.

= shift of point at radius R^ as a result of strain induced 

by pressure p*.

p* = internal autofrettage pressure.

The shear stresses, fSeye, in Eq. (2-32) can be known from the 

following equation given by Nadai (21i):

where T = torque

<1> = unit angular twist.

(2-33)

According to the first assumption, the following relation is 

true:

irR2-irR^= irCR+uf—irCRj+Uj)2 or

2Ru + u2= 2R; Uj + u2 . (2-3h)

Substituting f = (See Eq. A-ll) into von Mises’

equation of yielding condition: (31)



Epe (A-27) yields

(fr - ft )2+ fti)2+ Cfa-fr)21 = 2 fy.P. 

o
ds -Ft - fr=J=r fy.p,.

We then have

"fs.'y. = (2-35)

Eq, (2-26) becomes

/?/ “ Cr “ fsV- 2G^

(2-36)

In Eq» (2-3h), R, Rj. and are now knovm,

u can be evaluated easily. Then, Eq. (2-32) can also be solved.

Substituting the values of radial stresses, fr , into Eq, (2-30), 

the values of tangential stress, f^ , can also be obtained.

The total axial strain will be

E£<x = C 

from Eq. (A-7)

(2-37)

(2-38)

substitute Eq, (2-38) in Eq, (2-37)

fa = E€a+ 2/< fr4- pR . (2-39)

The total axial load P on any section is:

(2-li0)
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Substituting for fa from Eq, (2-39) and talcing 6a as constant 

across the whole cylinder wall, it follows that, for a cylinder under 

internal pressure p* (when R = Rj_ , fr = -p* ; when R = Ro , fr = 0),

= 2^^p*Rf + irE (#?o-Ri) €a . (2-hl)

For a cylinder with closed ends

P = IT /?/p* and hence

( ^o/ Rj w / /

Substituting Eq. (2~li2) in Eq. (2-37), then we have

for ft - 2 ts-yi ♦ rp (see Eq. (2-30).)

fa ”cti/W-') + 2'“ Cf5'Y' +fr)" <2"ll3)
Hence axial stress values can be calculated from Eq. (2-h3)»



CHAPTER III

DETEroilMATION OF RESIDUAL STRESSES

The autofrettage procedure causes residual stresses and dimen

sional changes vihich may be used as indications of the effectiveness 

of the proceduree The simplest measurement which may be made is that 

of the permanent increase in the diameter of the autofrettaged tubs 

or vessel, and a rather accurate method is the boring-out method 

developed by Sachs (27) in 1927♦ In the boring-out procedure, an 

autofrettaged thick-walled cylinder is aligned in a lathe, and con

centric layers of metal are machined from the bore in successive 

steps. The axial and tangential strains are recorded for each 

successive cut (usually about 0.007 to 0.0!? in, measured on the 

diameter). Also, after each cut the bore diameter will be measured. 

These data on the strains and bore diameters can be substituted into 

the following equations developed by Sachs (for the derivations, 

see Appendix B.). Then we can obtain the residual stresses.

(3-1)

Ao-A (3-2)
2A

where Ao " initial cross-section area of cylinder including the bore.

A ® cross-section area of the bore following a machine cut.
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of = ( €& 4- m 6^. ) , in./ in.

X? • (€^ ) > in./ in.

6q b axial strain, in./ in.

6/ ® circumferential strain, in./ in.

E “ Young’s modulus of elasticity, lb./ in.^

ju = Poisson’s ratio

When an autofrettaged cylinder is bored out in stages, changes in 

dimensions of the cylinder will result from the removal of the otor- 

strained inner core. When all the overstrained material has been 

removed, subsequent machining should produce no further change in 

dimensions, since the elastic outer shell will have resumed the 

dimension it had prior to the autofrettage treatment. The dimensional 

changes just mentioned are accompanied by strain changes on the out

side of the tube or vessel, and these changes in strain are easily- 

measured using electric resistance strain gages. The usual way is 

to mount strain gages in the longitudinal and tangential directions 

on the surface of cylinder. For greater accuracy,.the strain gage 

installations may be duplicated. This procedure is so simple, and 

so accurate, that strain gages are often used today instead of the 

boring-out procedure. (Both may be used together until the desired 

correlation is obtained.) It is well known that the Sachs method of 

residual stress measurement is subject to errors because of the dif

ficulty of measuring dimensional changes with sufficient accuracy, 
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and because of modification of the residual stresses by the machining 

operationse Special attention must thus be given to the machining 

operations (must be done slowly, carefully, and with plenty of coolant), 

and to the diameter or other measurements taken during the procedure. 

The specimen must always be permitted to cool to the same temperature 

each time before taking any measurements of dimensions.



CHAPTER TV

COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESIDUAL STRAINS

One original objective of the work of this thesis was to build 

autofrettaging equipment, and to use this equipment in obtaining 

experimental values of strains which could be compared with corre

sponding theoretical values. Such equipment was actually developed, 

and a special cylinder made and instrumented with electric resistance 

strain gages, and a typical autofrettaging procedure followed. Release 

of the ’’autofrettaging1’ pressure revealed a very discouraging situation 

there was no evidence, either in the strain gage readings nor the di

ameter measurements of any residual stress (strain) in the cylinder- 

proof that no autofrettaging occurred during the test. After consid

erable checking of the theoretical computations, it was concluded that 

the test cylinder, which was thought to be mild steel was an alloy 

steel of considerably higher strength than asstmed. As the pressure 

pump, pipe, and connections would have been overstressed by the use 

of higher pressures, the test work was discontinued.

As autofrettaging is a rather common procedure today, it was 

easy to obtain the results of successful work such as that described 

above, and values of strains obtained during a typical autofrettaging 

procedure were used to permit comparison of theoretical ond experi

mental values of residual strain. Figs, h-1 and h-2 show the compar

ison between the theoretical and experimental stresses for two dif

ferent assumptions (110,000 psi, and 107,000 psi) for the yield 

strength of the material. The exact value could not be obtained 

from the available records, thus the two assumptions were used 
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to show the effect of using these different values. (The computa

tions necessary to obtain the values for plotting Figs, h-1 and h-2 

are presented as Appendix 0.)

From Fig. U-l it is seen that the experimental and theoretical 

value of the stresses at the autofrettaging pressure is almost the 

same assuming the yield strength to be 107>300 psi, whereas the 

theoretical value is considerably different from the experimental 

value when an assumed value of 110,000 psi is used. The opposite 

phenomenon holds for the residual stresses upon release of the 

autofrettaging pressure. These comments point up the necessity of 

knowing accurately the properties of any materials intended to be 

used for autofrettaging work.

Fig. h-2 presents curves similar in pattern to those of Fig. k-1, 

although the check between theoretical and experimental values is not 

as close as for Fig. h-1.

Fig. h-3 was obtained from data from the same test producing the 

data for Figs, h-1 and h-2, using an assumed yield strength of 

110,000 psi. The curves show the distribution of the theoretical 

residual stresses upon release of the autofrettaging pressure. 

The values were obtained from formulas presented herein, and the 

curves are presented merely to show their shape, so neither the 

computations nor a tabulation of the curve values are presented 

herein.

The results given in Figs, h-1, h-2, and h-3 cannot be used in 

a quantitative manner, because the exact properties of the high 

pressure tubes from which the strain data were obtained were not 
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available. In actual practice, procedures have been vzorked out to 

obtain very close correlation between desired and actual values 

of residual strain in autofrettaging procedures. As the primary 

objective of this thesis was to present and discuss the theoreti

cal aspects of the autofrettaging procedure, further experimental 

work was not done.
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Fig. h-3

Prediction of Distribution of Residual Stress



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

The primary objective of this thesis was to obtain all the avail

able references pertinent to the autofrettaging procedure, and to study, 

evaluate, and correlate the theoretical and practical aspects of this 

process. This has been done, and certain conclusions may be dravm.

Of the several methods of autofrettaging, only the conventional 

method involving the use of internal pressures appears to be of prac

tical value today.

There are actually only two different methods for predicting the 

stresses and strains resulting from the autofrettaging procedure. These 

are based on tension-test and torsion-test data, and give predicted 

values which agree very closely.

The most practical way of checking on the effectiveness of an auto

frettaging procedure is to use electric resistance strain gages on the 

outside of the tube or vessel, and to measure the residual strains upon 

removal of the autofrettaging pressure. Diametex* measurements msy also 

be used in a similar manner, but the actual change in diameter is often 

very small, and great care must be taken in making such measurements.

The conventional method of autofrettaging produces a remarkable im

provement in working stress conditions and in the fatigue life of high 

pressure tubes and vessels, and the procedure is very widely used today. 

Relatively few engineers are acquainted with the method, however, and 

much of the work is done at the present time is considered to be of a 

proprietary nature. The benefits of econonj" and safety derived from the 

procedure ai’e very great, and its use will no doubt increase greatly in 

the future.
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APPENDIX A

Derivations of Equations of Autofrettage Pressure, Stresses and Strains

In the problem -which is to be discussed here, the ends of the 

thick-walled cylinder are restrained from motion in the axial direc

tion and the axial strain £a vanishes throughout the tube and at all 

times; moreover, all stresses and strains are independent of tangen

tial and axial directions.

In order to simplify the mathematical treatment of our problem, 

we assume the material of cylinder is incompressible in both the 

elastic and the plastic ranges, thus

€r+ €q = o

Since 6Q = o, therefore + €r = o (A-l)

Fig. A-l shows an arbitrary point in the cross-section of a 

cylinder. Its dimensions are dR*R<!9. After a radially directed dis

placement u, we then have , and
dR

" R 
from Eq.(A-l)we have

du ( a
dR R

(A-2)

which can be integrated by separating the variables and yields the 

solution

hl

(A-3)



when R =

h2

c
Ui="^ or c = u;Ri (A-3a)

Using Eq* (A~3) and Eq. (A~3a), the three components of strain 

may be expressed as:

„ du U: R; 
er==dR~~~~^~ (A-h)

u UiR; (A-5)

€« = O (A—6)

(-fr+ dfr. dR)(R4- dR)d6do - fr RdGda - ft dRdfldd =-- O

From Fig. A-2, Differential Equation of Equilibrium can be obtained:

^f£. + fri. = o <k-T)
dR R

The elastic stress-strain relation, combined with the incompres

sibility condition (Rr = o, Gr+ = o), is expressed as follows:

The relationships between the instantaneous states of stress 

and strain at a point of a solid body within the elastic range are 

expressed by the ’’generalized Hook’s law.” (23) This law can be 

sinply written as follows:

where

Sr= 2 Ge, 

Sr.= fr — S 

er=Gr-e

St = 2 Get

St = ft-s

et = Ct-e

SQ =

Sfl =

eQ =

2Gea

faS

Ga-e

(A-8)
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where 5 = fr+ /t+ fa) e = ( er + €t4-€a)

From Eq. (A-8) = 2G ~

2ft-ffl-fr 26t-eA-er
3 ” 3

(A-9)
2fa-fr-ft . 2€a-6r-€t
-----3---- -2G------3------

for = o these relationships become

2fr — — fft = 6> G€r (A-lOa)

2ft-fa -fr=- G 6€r (A~10b)

2f&_fr_ft= o (A«10c)

From Eq. (A-lOc) = , (A-ll)

substituting into Eqs. (A-lOa) and (A-lOb) yields

fr - ft = 4GGr.

From Eq. (A-h)

substituting Eq, (A-12) into Eq. (A-7), it yields

dfr _ 4Gc/,-Ri 
dR R3

Integrating Eq. (A-13),we have

(A-12)

(A-13)

f). — C(
2 G U; /?;
R2 (A-lh)



when R = Rj_

-Fr—P = , and (A-l?)
/t/

when R = Ro

= <? = C,-- 6^ • (A-16)
zry

Solving Eq. (A-15) and Eq. (A-16) simultaneously, we can get

p?/ D* 
Ci = p'2 ’ and (A-17)

ui = -yp • • jyy ’Tyr * (A-18)

Substituting Eq. (A-17) and Eq. (A-18) into Eqs. (A-lli), (A-12) 

and (A-ll), yields the folloxring equations respectively:

r Rj/Ro-Rl/R1 ,, nox
- P /- Rl/R? (A-19)

The von Mises condition of yielding for plane strain will be 

as follows: (31)



h6

Cfr-ft )2+ (fa-fr?= 2 fy.p. (A-22)

By substituting fr, fa from Eqs. (A-19), (A-2O) and (A-21), 

this relationship becomes

R^/R1 fy.p.
P HRt/R^ O"

When R = Rf, the inner surface begins yielding at a value of the

internal pressure

(A-23)

Substituting p’ for p and Rq for Rf in Eqs. (A-19), (A-20) and 

(A-21), we obtain equations of stresses in elastic zone as follows:

r <>« j

"fy-p.
J3 R2 /

(A-2h)

(A-25)

(A-26)

By substituting Eq. (A-ll) into Eq. (A-22), the von Mises yield 

condition becomes

ft"fr =

Substituting Eq. (A-2?) into Eq. (A-7), then we have



dfr___2 fy p. _ o
dR 4TR 5

and

integrating it, v;e may have

fr = -2"^ InR 4- C2 ,

when R = Rq

^r^R=R6 ~ ,n Rc + CZ .

U7

(A-28)

- And this value must equal, with negative sign, the pressure at the 

inner surface of the elastic portion of the tube as expressed by 

Eq. (A-23) (Ri • Rc)

2 fy-p- , o , r fy p- f] 5.L > 
/5" Rc z~ ^3 V )

2 In Rc (A-29)

Entering C2 into EqSi (A-28), (A-27), and (A-ll), we have the 

equations for stresses in plastic zone as follows:

___■fy-p-
" /3 l AO

(A-30)

’7 = /K r\C /
(A-31)



LiB

fR—r—-fr-^ +2ln—j ^2}

We can get the autofrettage pressure fron Eq* (A-30), when R = >

f r = «• p* thus

P' IL (A-33)

When Rc = Ri and Rc = Ro in Eq, (A-33)# we can determine 

brealc-down pressui*e and bursting pressure respectively*

(A-31i)

P'=2f^(ln^-\ 
'! 6 * <\i /

(a-35)

The method of computing the changes in stresses resulting from 

unloading the autofrettage pressure will depend upon whether or not 

the unloading stresses exceed the compressive yield strength of the 

material in Fig. (A-3). Vessels will have unloading stresses within 

the elastic region if

2.22

p'< ^p < p"

(A—36)

(A-37)



Fig. A-3 Limiting Pressures 
(See Ref. 26.)
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Fig* A-3 shows p’ and p” vs. -™- , the scale used for p* being 

twice that used for p”. The abscissa of the point of intersection 
of the curves gives the value of -^7- ( = 2,22 ) for which the

A/ 
equality sign holds in next equation

pn=2pI

or if

(A-38)

(A~39)

where ^.= <7;

for p = — Ap from Eqs. (A-19)# (A-20), (A-21)

we have stress equations for the whole wall of cylinder:

,2

0

(A-h2)

Vessels will have loading stresses beyond the compressive yield 

strength if

(A-li3)



2p' < p" (A-W)

The elastic range for unloading from a plastic state and subsequent 

loading in the opposite sense equals twice the elastic range for the 

original loading*
rIn accordance with the doubling of the elastic range for the 

unloading process, fv n must now be replaced by 2 f_ For a 

given ^p > 2p* we must therefore determine Rj by solving

with the aid of Fig* (2-1) (See chapter 2*)

We then have the changes in autofrettage-pressure stresses due 

to unloading:

_ o i 5sL — I _ In ______
Ro Ro Ri 2fy.p.zj

If Rj^RSPj 

for - 2 fyp. = fY.p. Rj =RC ,

from Eqs. (A-30), (A-31) and (A-32), the changes of stresses in plastic 

zone will be

2/n"T.^

V 3 ' Kj z

(A-lt6)

(A-U7)

(A-h8)
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and from Eqs. (A-21|), (A-2£) and (A-26) the changes of stresses in elasti 

zone will be

' _ zfY.p. <51 Rj \ 
r . fs ( /?2 / (A-h9)

(A-50)

(A-5'l)

The unit radial strain in both the elastic and plastic regions 

under autofrettage pressure will be derived as follow:

Substituting p = p1 and Rj_ = Ro into the Eq. (A-18), the dis

placement of the point of the plastic front is obtained as

From Eq® (A-23)

(A-52)

From Eq. (A-h), then we have

for R. = R , substitute into Eq. (A-f>2)
i c

_ Uc _ fy p. < Re
R2 - V3" I 2<3Rz)

^-53')



where

2 (14-/*)

Upon unloading of the autofrettage pressure a change in unit 

radial strain will occur.

If the conditions are same as Eqs, (A-36), (A-37), (A-38) and 

(A-39), for p = -Ap, Eq. (A-18) will be

from Eq, (A~li),

RTRo
2

_  
r~~26 I (A-&)

If the conditions are same as Eqs, (A=li3) and (A-hh), 

for p = -^p or fy.p. = -2fy.p. $ Rc= Rj , 

from Eq. (A-5'3),



APPENDIX B

Dsrivation of the Sachs Borina-out Method

Consider a tube (see Fig. B-l) with an inside diameter 2R^ and an 

outside diameter 2R0. The longitudinal, tangential, and radial resid

ual stresses at an arbitrary point at a distance R from the axis are 

fa*, ft*, and fr*, respectively. The original cross sectional area cor- 
o

responding to the outside diameter of the tube is Ao or Ro . After 

boring out the hole to a radius R‘ (coxresponding to a cross section 

A ■ R’^), the surface strains at the outside surface are measured as; €a’ 

(axial strain) and 6^’ (tangential strain). The stresses fa*, f^.*, and 

fr originally present in the cylinder at radius R may be considered as: 

being the sum of the remaining stresses after boring out to a radi'us R 

and the stress that was removed in the boring-out process. Denote the
n n «remaining stresses by fa , f, and fr and the stresses removed by the

t t 1boring as fa , f^ , and fr . Then
fa B 4 + 4 (B“D

ft ” ft * 4 <B"2)

fJ «= f; + f” (B-3)

(1) Calculation of the stresses Remaining after Boring

Since the radial stress at outside surface is aero

f$. = 0 (B-lt)

and Eq. (B-3) becames

fj «= 4 (B-5)

For the purpose of simplicity in relating the measured surface 

strains to the unknown stresses within the metal, fictitious surface 

stresses Fa and F-^ will be introduced. These are related to the meas

ured surface strains, according to the theory of elasticity, by the 

relation
&



Fig. B-l The Cross-section of Tube Under a Boring-out Process
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E 63 = F£ - p Ft (B-6)

E ei » Ft - p. Fa (B-7)

where E is the modulus of elasticity and p. is Poisson’s ratio*

Solving for the surface stresses yields the equations

(€a (B-8)

Ft =7^772 (et + Ma) (B-9)

To determine the remaining axial stress, faB, in the surface of 

the bore after boring out a cross section A, assume that axial, stress 

introduced into the remaining cylindex* by boring out an additional 

cross section dA is uniformly distributed over the remaining cylinder 

of the cross section. Then the change in the average axial stress in 

the remaining cylinder will be the same as the change in the outside 

surface stress dFa. Then by equilibrium of axial forces

dA = dFa (Ao- A) (B-10)

The small change dFa in the surface stress corresponds to small 

changes in the measured strains, which are determined from Eqs. (B-8) 

and (B-9) as follows

(d€a-Fp d€'t)
(B-ll)

dFt=7—72 cd£t M^a) (B-12)
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Substituting Eqe (B-ll) into Eq. (B-10) and solve for fan yields 

the desii'ed relation

z"-___ — (A-A) + p (B-13)l-MTO 5 K

The value of f^.” as a function of the measured strains may be 

determined in a similar manner by finding the effect on the surface 

stresses of boring out an additional thin shell of cross section dA 

from the inner surface that results from boring out to a cross sec

tion A. Such a thin shell, before removal by boring was subject to 

a tangential stress f^R , and internal pressure of zero, and an ex

ternal pressure which is the same as the radial stress at its outside 

sux’face (before boring out). By the formula for a thin-walled tube:

a (B-lh)

The effect on the measured strains of boring out the thin shell 

is due to the removal of the radial stress df^' at a radius R + dR 

and consequently may be considered as due to an internal pressure 

of frne By the theory of elasticity the tangential stress in the 

outside surface of a cylinder subjected to an internal pressure p

r_ 2R^

t R2o-R'i (B-15)

for f-fc = dF-t, Rj, = R and p = dfrM

- 2r2
£ Ro-/?2 (B-16)
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Combining Eq,(B-16) with Eqe(B-lb) and Eq«(B-12) and solving for f-j.”

< -M.-y ■ d£‘ (B-17)
c /-X/2

Thus Eqs. (B-13) and (B-17) determine the desired remaining sur

face stresses after boring out.

(2) Calculation of the Changes in Stress due to. Boring

In order to determine the changes in stress fr’, and fa‘ at 

a radius R due to boring out the hole from a radius Rj, to a radius R, 

consider the effect at radius R caused by boring out a layer dR* at a 

radius R’ (some arbitrary point between R^ and R), see Fig. B-l. Then 

any changes caused by boring out from R^ to R will be the surrmation by 

integration of the changes caused by boring out the layer dR*.

Assuming, as previously, that any change in longitudinal stress 

caused by boring out is uniformly distributed over the remaining cross 

section:

= - dFa (B-18)

for an element dR* bored out, and likewise:

f«=-Fa ' (B-19)

for the entire quantity A bored out. 

Substituting Eq. (B-8) in Eq. (B-19) yields:

fQ' = - —6t') (B-20)
f-ju8 L

The negative sign in Eq. (B-18) is due to the fact that Fa is a 

stress that causes changes in measured strains, while f ’ is a stress 
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the removal of Khich causes the same measured strains. Thus fa‘ and 

Fa must be of opposite signs.

To determine ft*, consider the effect at radius R of boring out 

a shell dR*. This has the effect of imposing an internal pressure 

equal to the radial stress at R* + dR* upon the cylinder extending 

from radius R* + dR* to radius Ro. The changes in the tangential 

stress ft* at R is desired. The stress within the wall of a tube 

is given by the theory of elasticity as:

1

Applying to the situation at hand

(B-21)

= » R$ = CRr4- dR*) and p = dfr>CR-+dR.)

df*=
(R?4. ^)(R'+ dR*)2 
R2 [ye/-6^^7J (B-22)

where df*CR-+d^ias the radial stress at R’ + dR before boring out the 

shell dR*. The same boring out process produces a corresponding change 

in the surface stress F^. This can be found by applying Eq. (B-21) 

to the point where R = Ro:

2R®
R02-Rf P (B-23)

For the cylinder of I.D. 86 2 (R* + dR*) and O.D. - 2R0, becomes:

4 c _ 2 CR'+dR')2 *
t-R2-(R'+4R')2 dfrCR'*dR') (A-2h)
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Eliminat5.ng dfrcR'+dR') between Eq. (B-22) and Eq. (B"21i), 

replacing F^, by Eq.(B-12), solving for df-t’, integrating, and changing 

the sign:

,'______ E Ao4-A t ,/-A2 * 2A C€t +/Z €a) (B-25)

The change in sign is made for the same reason as in Eq. (B-18).

The radial stress fr’ is determined in the same way as f^*, i.e., 

by considering the effect at radius R of boring out a shell dR’. For 

this purpose, the radial stress in the wall of a tube is required. This 

is given by the theory of elasticity as:

tr R2(^-r?) p

in which the notation is the same as in Eq, (B~21). Applying to the 

cylinder of inside radius R* + dR’ and outside radius Ro, the change 

in radial stress at R is found to be:

(R2- RpXR'-f-dR'/ 
dTr R2 [r2-CR'4- dR1)"2! ^rCR’+df)

considering that the removal of the layer dR1 is equivalent to applying 

an internal pressure to the remaining cylinder equivalent to the radial 

stress at R’ + dR’. Eliminating dfr’ between Eqs. (B-21:) and (B-27), 

replacing dF^ by Eq. (B-12), solving for df^/?^^^ i integrating, and 

changing sign as before:

(B-28)
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Combining Eqs® (B-13), (B-17), (B-20), (B-2^) and (B-28) according

to Eqs. (B“2), and (B-5),

<= 7=pVAo'A 1 (B-3°)

,* E Ao-A ,,, .\~^T f€t ea)^
(B-31)

which are the desired relations. These may also be written as:

/• ?! zii Ay+AC Ao- A) ----- ——
dA 2A

Ao-A 
2A

■*/3

where:

O< = ea + A* et

/3 = et + A'



APPEWIX C

This section of the thesis is devoted to computations necessary 

to obtain values for plotting Figs, h-1 and h-2, Most of the work is 

concerned with computation of the predicted stresses on the outside of 

the tube for various pressures during the autofrettaging procedure, and 

the last portion of the section contains a table of the stresses ob

tained from electric resistance strain gage measurements. Two-element 

rosettes were used, and an ordinary nomograph used to compute the cor

responding stresses corresponding to the measured strains.

Calculations of Predicting Stresses on the Outside Wall of Cylinder
Wji ne-w . e ine i ■ .i, if i» «i» leuwew.,* ■ ri »i — 11, 'mu i ■in — • • nr a

, During the Autofrettage Process
i. t m—r ■—,ii inn ui rrx—t i r~iir» n umitit i-T^rr ■ iwn «i ifwe

1. Given data:

O.D. » 2 5/8” Ro - 1.3125"

I.D. “1" RjL - 0,5"

Wall thickness • 0,8125"

Wall ratio K = = 2.625

Material: AISI h335 Alloy Steel

Yield strength in tension fyepe ° 110,000 psi 

Ultimate strength in tension ft,s. “ 125$OOO psi

2. Assume autofrettage pressure p* = llh,500 psi.

3. Elastic-plastic interface, Re, can be obtained from

(2"y
Vd x, Ko Kc /

62.
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or from

(2-3)
Rl

with the aid of Fig

2 In 2.G25

Elastic break-do'm pressure

2
= 54-, 3 OO psi

o

s Bursting pressure;

6 Stresses prediction during loading process:

(a) When stresses according to

Lame’s (11) will be:theory

RpRl

R2(^-Rp

"fa —

when o

ft- Ro2-R,?\ P

Rc = 0.7S9 (1.3125) = O.99&

Ri

. Ro 
in"R?

R?

-po = 0 759 ;

Si- - ?/„ Rt

2x/fO, OOO ,. x---- =^5-- (/n 2.625)= /22,5Oopsi
/- 732

-7J±5OO = 
Z/O. OOO

Z.732

no., 000
/. 732

internal pressure p <* p’.

rT 1 
.Ro-R2) p

2ln^--l=
Ki Tyr.

2-1 to find out
Ro

f 4-^--
” Ro2-R?

Rc

Ro

when p = 20,000 psi : p = 6,780 p>si ; fft = 3,390 pst
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when p ” hO#OOO psi:

— /3, 56 0 psi ; fa = 6, 780 ps/

(b) When internal pressure p > p’, stresses will be

(2-11)

when

2 1

L^2.

p » 60,000 psi. 0.533"when

fa = io,5oo psi

,2

Rc

Rl R2.

-F = i

ft = 21,000 psi

Rc
Rl

f =A 
a 2

2\L1P2.000_x_R1___  = 73 I4QXR
/.732 (/.3I25)*

c Ty-^ = "7s

when p = 70,000 psi, Hq = 0.587" :

ft « 25,boo psi ; fa = 12,700 psi

when p = 75^000 psi, Rc = 0.613"

ft » 27,700 psi ; fa = 13,850 psi

when p = 80,000 psi, Rq « 0.6h3"

ft " 30,500 psi ; fa •» 15,250 psi
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when p = 85,000 psi , Rc = O.676"

ft, “ 33,750 psi ; fa = 16,875 psi

when p = 90,000 psi , Rq = 0.717”

ft = 37,800 psi •, fa = 18,900 psi

when p = 100,000 psi, Rc = O.SOli1'

ft ” h7,700 psi ; fa = 23,850 psi

when p = 110,000 psi , Rc ” 0.923"

ft = 62,750 psi j fa = 31,375 psi

when p = pR = Illi,500 psi, Rq = 0.996"

» 73,100 psi •> fa » 36,550 psi

7. Changes of stresses due to unloading process 8

K a 2.625 > 2.22 

pressure unloaded:

ztp = 4>* - , for Ro « 0 ,

5-/>' < p

» p* = 11)4,500 psi

the elastic-plastic interface caused during unloading process R can

be obtained from

or from

(2-16)
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•De
with the aid of Fig. 2-1 to find out .J.

Rq

z>.2 P; . JI4,5O0

= Zt-'n 2.UM53r\n t'O ---------- --------
/. 732

= L 028

= 0.392 
Ro

Rj = 0.392 x 1.3125'= 0.515"

when R = Ro

(2-21)

(2-22)

=
-4 x I/O, OOP

1.732
= — 39, /OP psi

0.5 !5~^

7.3)25

AfA = - 19,550 psi

8. Residual Stresses :

<i= ft cp_p., + »ft -73,100-39.100-34,000 psi

+ »fg=34>,550-l9,530=;7,000 psi



L=^-"c&u*a3I)
Table. 0-1 Readings of Strain Gages and Calculations of Experimental Stresses

Item Description
INTERNAL PRESSURE (1000 psi)

0 20 40 60 70 75 80 85 90 !OO 770 7/4.5 O

A Reading-Gage 1 
(axial) !/,000 //, 065 //, /30 //, 205 //, 245 / 1,270 77,295 11,32 5 11,350 17,430 77,550 77,630 77,775

B Reading-Gage 2 
(tangential) //,ooo 11,2 2 5 //, 4-60 //, 705 17,855 11,940 12,030 12,145 12,265 72,590 13,055 73,350 f7,82o\

0 Reading-Gage 3 
(axial) // 000 //, 065 //,/30 //, 205 /1,2 50 17,270 11,290 11,320 77,345 17,4(5 77,570 77,570 77, 725

D Reading-Gage li 
(tangential)

//, ooo ! 1,220 11,445 //, 680 77,620 77,900 11,980 ! 2,085 12,795 72,500 72,9t5 /3,/55 17,685

E Axial Strain-Gage 1 
(microin./in.) 0 65 /3O 205 245 270 295 325 350 430 550 630 775

F Tan. Strain-Gage 2 
(■microin./in.) o 225 460 705 855 940 (030 Z/45 7265 7590 2055 2350 820

G Axial Strain-Gage 3
(microin. Zin.) 0 65 <30 205 250 270 290 320 345 475 510 570 725

H Tan. Strain-Gage h 
(microin./in.)

o 220 445 630 820 900 980 7085 z/es- 7500 79(5 2755 685

T 5122 Ave. Axial S,train 
(microin./in.) o 65 #30 205 257-5 2 TO 292.5 322.5 347.5 422.5 530 600 750

F*H 
J= 2 Ave. Axial Strain 

(microin./in.) o 222.5 452.5 692.5 837-5 920 fOOS 17(5 7230 (545 7995 2250 752.5

I K* Axial Stress 
(psi) 0 4.35 S.~7 /3.60 76.80 79.00 19.60 21.65 23.60 29.20 37.(0 42.03 72.39

| L** Tangential Stress 
(rsi)

0 8.0/ 16.20 24.30 30.(0 33,oo 36./O 40. oo 44.00 55.20 70.80 80.17 26.29 
——J


